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What Is An ESOT?
Further to the announcement that the Company has been transferred to an ESOT (Employee share ownership 
trust) we wish to clarify what this actually means to you individually.
The shares are owned by the Trust and the Trust is run by the Trustees in the best interests of the Beneficiaries. 
The Beneficiaries are anyone employed by PIP Group Companies for longer than one year and for simplicity, we 
are calling these “Club Members”.  As long as you are employed by PIP, you remain a Club Member.
Club Members do not hold share certificates but benefit as if they did in respect of the Company paying a 
dividend or being sold.
Although the ESOT owns the shares, they still need to be paid for.  The trust will pay for the shares from future 
net profits.  A repayment plan is in place but in the event the Company makes surplus profits, the trust can 
distribute an ESOT bonus which would be similar to a dividend as if you were a share holder.
ESOT bonuses are payable to all club members and are calculated based on length of service and pay grade. 
The added advantage of the ESOT to the club member is that an ESOT bonus is tax free up to £3,600.00.
After the shares have been paid for in full, which will take a number of years, the ability to pay ESOT bonuses will 
be greatly enhanced.  
Should the business be sold at some point in the future, the proceeds of the sale will go to the club members in 
the same way that ESOT bonuses are calculated based on length of service and pay grade.
It goes without saying that the Company must remain profitable to pay for the shares in the first instance and 
secondly, pay ESOT bonuses.
The only other matter to clarify relates to “Succession Planning”, which; as stated in the original announcement, 
was a key factor in the Group Companies deciding on the ESOT route.  Gary Pascoe and myself needed to have 
plans in place for when we “eventually” decide to retire and step away from the business totally.  We cannot just 
serve an ordinary notice period and then leave.  The ESOT route however, gives clear direction for us both and 
also, those that take over when the day finally comes but it’s a long way off and fortunately or unfortunately, 
we’re still here for now.

Many thanks to you all.

Steve Brewer – PIPBS Managing Director

ESOT ........ What Does It Mean For You?



Project Update
43 – 45 Portman Square, W1H

Portman Square is a Design and Build joint M&E office 
fit out project over 5 floors.  Each room provides a 
dedicated satellite Comms room with a main ground 
floor Comms room with new mains infrastructure, UPS 
and generator back up systems.
The project started in November 2017 and is split into 
four phases scheduled over the coming year, with  
handover scheduled for March 2019. 
Dan Smith, (Mechanical PM) and myself along with a 
dedicated site team, Lee Cable, Russell Turner and Carl 
Conway, delivered the first phase to completion and  
are currently fitting out phase 2 and planning ahead for 
Phase 3 and 4. The building is occupied with other 
tenants, which has proved difficult with limited noisy 
works and deliveries.  Along with the client moving 
into completed areas which will still need to be 
accessed due to the phasing, this has made planning 
future install works challenging.  The whole team are 
dedicated to delivering a successful handover.   

Mike Ellis – PIP Electrical PM

PIP in Partnership with Parkeray 
4.7m combined M&E

Phase 1, Level 2 Office Space

Phase 1, Level 2 Office Space

Distribution Panel Boards
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PIP Achieving Top Scores With ISG 

Senior management have regular meetings with main contractors. 
At these meetings the performance of PIP is discussed.  
At the last meeting with ISG they announced that PIP had an overall performance score
rating of 87%. 
The score is calculated from a number of areas across the project. These include pre-construction,
design, delivery, quality, health and safety, sustainability, cost, overall construction and overall completion. 
This score is much higher than many other contractors and again this is all down to the professionalism of managers, site 
supervisors and high standards of workmanship by the operatives on site.
More and more companies are using scoring systems to assess their contractors. This may determine if PIP are awarded 
future contracts so high standards are always required.
This shows that PIP has a good culture for the quality of the service we provide and the standards of health and safety by all
involved with ISG.

Customer satisfaction is one way that PIP measures the quality of the service we provide. At the end of each 
project a Customer Satisfaction Survey is sent to the customer. The survey has twelve questions that are scored. The results 
range from very good to very poor, the questions cover all aspects of the project from the quotation process, attitude of 
the operatives and standard of workmanship. Each question has a score against it and the maximum that can be scored is 
24. Targets are discussed at management review and new targets are set to improve the score of each company.
Currently PIP Electrics target is 17 and PIP Building Services is 14, these are realistic and achievable for both companies. 
Keep up the good work and let us see these scores improve over the next year.
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Quality

PIP Setting The Standards 

Generally you will find that when it comes to mechanical work, most pipework is 
hidden from show.  No-one except the fitters gets to see and appreciate the 
standard of work PIP Building Services produce.  I’m sure you will agree that even on 
temporary fit out works for toilets at 1 Bank Street that PIP Building Services 
produced a work of art by the high standard of craftsmanship that is shown here. 
This little beauty has been the work of Keith Godden and Roy Whitten, whose 
experience, knowledge and professionalism produced such work.  Often we only get 
to witness the end result, but we should remember that to get to this point it’s the 
behind the scenes work that makes it all possible.

Russell Turner – Site Supervisor PIP Building Services

What an achievement. Our biggest 
single order and one of the largest 
orders on this prestigious £200M 
development and PIP are the “Best 
Performing Contractor to Date”.  
“Well done to everybody involved 
with the 1 Bank St project”

Steve Brewer & Gary Pascoe

Who Are BW?

BW are fit out and refurbishment 
experts, they work with occupiers, 
asset managers and consultants to 
deliver workplaces with a personal 
touch.  They aim to deliver projects that 
are “Defect Free” at practical 
completion.

What Does This Mean For PIP?

Due to the high standard of 
workmanship PIP demands from pre-
construction all the way through to 
handover, BW have awarded us 
“Preferred Contractor” status. This 
means that PIP will be considered 
before other contractors due to the 
quality of our work.  PIP will continue to 
work hard with BW to deliver “Defect 
Free” at practical completion projects 
in the future. 
Well done to everyone for all your 
hard work!

PIP Awarded BW 
“Preferred 
Contractor” Status

PIP Lead The Way at 
Bank St 



Quality and Technical Update

Ductwork and Refrigerated Air Conditioning 
Standard Specifications

Two new PIP Standards were introduced earlier this year to create a common benchmark for installers and 
leadership teams working on PIP projects.  Thank you to everyone who attended the training workshops.  
Hopefully everyone is now conversant with the new standards.  However, if you are still unsure on anything, then 
please let me know.

Here are a few reminders of what’s included in the new PIP Standards: 
1. The internal diameter of pre formed insulated tubes MUST correctly match the corresponding outside        

diameter of the pipeline onto which it is being fitted!

2. All endings of foil faced insulated tubes MUST BE properly sealed with foil tape to prevent moisture from 
being absorbed into the insulation.  An aluminium cap MUST BE neatly fitted to the sealed ending of the pipe.

3. Be sure NOT to over tighten cable ties fitted around nitrile rubber insulated tubes (Armaflex) as this reduces 
the thickness of the insulation leading to heat loss or gain.  On cold refrigerated lines this can cause 
condensation to form on the outside surface of the insulation material.

4. Flexible ducts used to make final connections between the first fix ductwork and air terminal unit, plenum 
box or grille MUST NOT exceed 600mm in length.  Rigid ductwork should terminate as close as possible to the 
air terminal unit with the end of the rigid duct facing towards the spigot.  Flexible ducting MUST BE installed 
in a straight line without bends.

5. Access panels provided for inspection and servicing of ductwork systems MUST BE fitted upstream of control 
dampers, attenuators, filters, air turning vanes and in-duct fans.  Access panels shall be placed close enough 
to enable inspection and servicing of such equipment.

6. Wooden blocks fitted inside pipe clamps supporting chilled water or cold water pipes, MUST BE made of 
wood from a sustainable source.

7. All electrical components, i.e. contactors, relays, timers etc., irrespective of their operating voltage, MUST BE
installed in a suitable enclosure. 

Neale Stevens
PIP Quality Inspector

PIONEER
July 2018 – Issue 05



Quality and Technical Update

Mechanical Services Standard Specifications
Neale Stevens – PIP Quality Inspector

Coming Soon ……..
Two more Standard Specifications are on their way!

•INSULATION (Book 4) – Released July 2018

•PIPEWORK (Book 1) – Scheduled release August 2018

Please ensure that you sign and return the acknowledgement slip  enclosed
with the booklets when you receive them.

Raising the Bar
PIP is continually looking at new technologies and for ways in which we can improve our current standards.  
This can be anything from improvements to our Safe Systems of Work, deliveries, the quality of materials, 
working drawings, installation methods and so on - there are no limits!  
Did you know that more often than not the best suggestions come from our operatives working on site!

Congratulations to Nathan Futter who received £100.00 in
Marks & Spencer vouchers for his suggestion to create a
drop test label – as shown. The label is stuck on a fire
damper as visual evidence of when it was tested, who it was
tested by and it is given a unique reference that can be
cross-checked with the drawing; a simple but effective idea
that will help to improve record keeping with pin-point
accuracy in the future.
If you have a suggestion that you would like to put forward,
please complete the ‘PIP Continuous Improvement Action
Request ‘and return it to myself at Harbour Exchange.
Forms are available upon request from your Project Manager.
Gift vouchers or a cash incentive will be given to successful
candidates whose ideas are adopted into our current
standards and working procedures.



Quality and Technical Update

Non Conformity/Compliance Reports

Anybody can make a mistake, I made one once but it 
was a long time ago and Gary let me come back!!!!
Seriously though, we need to record when mistakes 
are made and errors occur. Our group of companies 
are currently installing in excess of £40,000,000 worth 
of works each year and we report less than 50 non 
conformities (NCR’s) in the same period.  I meet with 
Mark Ashworth and our buyers on a regular basis and 
we always start by reviewing our NCR’s and I always 
remark that if I were auditing PIP from a quality 
assurance perspective, my first question would be 
what’s your turnover and the second would be; how 
many NCR’s!!! 
£40,000,000/50 = 1 NCR in every £800,000 of 
turnover – I don’t think so!!!!
Our buyers quickly sort out delivery problems, picking 
errors and most other problems but record hardly any 
of them, when questioned, their response is “yeah but 
I sorted it and the wholesaler sent the correct stuff by 
cab at no cost to PIP that day”.  That hasn’t solved 
anything because soon, the same wholesaler makes 
another error and we have to go through the same 
loop again.
On a another level, we were offered studding at a 
lower price than our normal source and on the face of 
it, it looked like a good deal. However, on closer 
examination and when compared to stud from our 
normal source, although the cheaper stud complied 
with the necessary standards (only just), it had 15% 
less steel in it and was therefore not as strong as the 
stud we had been using. Thankfully a vigilant Site 
Manager raised the issue and the product was quickly 
withdrawn from use.

Not all NCR’s are wholesaler related; NCR’s might 
relate to plant being issued from the office that 
either doesn’t work, is incomplete, issues 
with hired plant or PPE. If you think there is an 
NCR raise it with your PM, the buyers or even 
Mark Ashworth, Kevin Stafford, Peter Cooper or 
Neale Stevens.
We need to record much more than we do in 
terms of wholesaler performance, deliveries, 
quality of product and anything that happens that 
has an adverse effect on quality, programme or 
cost. Obviously the severity of the NCR will 
determine the level of investigation but the more 
data we have to research, the more improvements 
we can make.
Until now, as with the buyers resolving the picking 
error, I believe there has been a culture of sorting 
out the immediate problem and moving on 
without records being made. Obviously we want 
to resolve the issue and move on but without 
records, we can not analyse our NCR’s and 
highlight the trends and any reoccurrences that 
need to be eradicated in order to improve the 
quality of the service we provide our clients and 
the efficiency required to delivery that service 
collectively.
In essence, I am not overly concerned if we start 
reporting more NCR’s because with our turnover, 
it wouldn’t be unexpected and it will give us more 
opportunity to improve overall in the long term.

Many Thanks.

Steve Brewer 
PIPBS Managing Director

PIONEER
July 2018 – Issue 05



Environmental

The Way Forward for PIP Environmental Standards

What is BS EN ISO 14001:2015?
BS EN ISO 14001:2015 is an International Environmental Management System (EMS) that has a systematic 
framework to manage the immediate and long term environmental impacts of an organisation’s products, 
services and processes.  PIP has just been accredited to this management system by National Quality Assurance 
auditors after five days of environmental auditing over a three month period.

What does this mean for our site operatives?
Many systems are already in place and have been for some time. This starts from the purchasing of equipment on 
site.  An example of this would be the selection of a new powered hand tool. When the new hand tool (drill) is 
selected a number of questions are asked;
Q/  What noise is created by the tool? 
Q/  How much vibration is created? 
Q/  Can it be fitted with a duct extractor?

From the manufactures information a hand tool that is fit for purpose and has a low environmental impact is 
selected.  This process is repeated for any chemicals used so that the chemical and sometimes the delivery 
system with the lowest risk to health safety and environment impact are selected.
Environmental audits will be conducted on site to score the environmental standard of PIP (the audit will only 
look at PIP practices not what is happening by other trades across site).  One area looked at will be the 
segregation and removal of waste from site.  This can be achieved very easily by all PIP operatives, segregating 
waste at source into the correct bins. This correctly segregated waste can then move down the supply chain to a 
recycling facility.
Project Managers and Site Supervisors are to ensure that waste transfer notes for all waste leaving site are 
produced when this is a PIP responsibility.  These are to be passed to the QSHE manager at the end of a project 
so they can be retained for two years (hazardous waste transfer notes must be retained for three years). 

Mark Ashworth - QSHE Manager



Health & Safety 

RoSPA Silver Award for PIP
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At the start of the year the Health and Safety department submitted evidence to 
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) for the health safety 
and welfare procedures carried out by PIP.
This information is assessed and marked by a panel of judges and I am very proud 
to announce that PIP have been awarded a Silver Award for 2018. 
The RoSPA awards are the most highly respected in the health and safety arena, 
with almost 2,000 entrants every year, and allow organisations to prove 
excellence in the workplace.  This award is down to the excellent safety culture 
and attitude from all employees across PIP.
Well done keep up the good work!

Winning Team at Shell

Overbury have introduced a Gold Card Award 
scheme on the Shell Tower Refresh project. 
All operatives are entered into a free prize draw at 
the start of the month. If an operative is observed 
falling below the high standard for health and 
safety required his name is removed from the prize 
draw.   If a number of operatives from the same 
company are removed the entire company is 
removed from the draw. 
The incentive is for the entire company to focus on 
health and safety so they are all entered into the 
draw each month.
Jeff Craven from PIP was lucky enough to be the 
first person drawn out of the hat in the first 
monthly draw.  Well done to all the operatives 
working on the Shell Tower Refresh project.

Jeff Craven, PIPE Senior Site Manager Collects Winning Prize



Work & Play 

Estimating the PIP Way ......

To those of you who have thought how the wonderful world of PIP 
Estimating was created we need to go back to the late 80’s when 
John Gilbey joined PIP as an Electrical Project Manager. 
At this time there was no Estimating Department as such and 
quotes were done by the Project Managers (in John’s words “on 
the back of a fag packet”). John continued to carry out his 
management duties interspersed with the occasional quote and by 
the late 90’s/early 00’s John drifted into quoting full time and the 
Project Management side fell by the wayside. 
Quotes were prepared long hand using a well photocopied cost 
sheet specially designed by Gary Pascoe and then added up using 
the old fashioned adding machine. With the advance of technology 
this developed into the use of the Excel spread sheet version which 
we all know and love and is still used by some members to this day.
With  an acceleration of work and the launch of PIP Building 
Services , Rob Janeway joined PIP in 2010 to assist John while 
estimating was still carried out by the PM’s. (Much to their disgust).
As the Mechanical workload increased the decision was made to 

employ a dedicated Mechanical Estimator (me) to free up the PM’s 
to look after the project management. Just before I joined, PIP 
invested in a new computer pricing system known as Estimation 
which has had a few name changes since and is now known as 
Trimble (will always be Estimation to us olduns!) This system is tried 
and tested and is used by many of our competitors and works on a 
database system containing all our bread and butter items. 
Due to the increasing work load the department was expanded 
further by the arrival of John Murphy in 2011 which then made it 
Electrical 3 Mechanical 1.  The Estimation Department has always 
worked well as a team although I am often reminded that 
Mechanical estimating is easy as all our works are subbed out!  
I hope this little article has given you all a view of how the 
Estimating side works and that new projects don’t just land on your 
desk! 

To give everyone a quick insight into the tender 
Process, this is how it works:-

1. An enquiry is received, generally by email and 
downloaded into the Quotations Folder and 
entered onto the Current Tender Schedule. 
This is normally done by Jodie.

2. A decision will be made as to whether we will 
be tendering for the project, a rule of thumb 
being “we don’t do anything with a bed in it” 
(instruction from Steve Brewer).

3. The project will be allocated to one of the 
estimating team based on the nature and 
work content, John Gilbey being our 
Generator/Switchboard replacement expert!

4. Enquiries will be sent out to the relevant 
manufacturers/sub contractors to obtain the 
necessary costs.

5. Once the tender is completed by the 
estimator it will be adjudicated by Gary 
Pascoe Electrically and Warren Philp/Steve 
Brewer Mechanically who will agree 
preliminary items, labour rates & mark ups.

6. Our Tender Proposal will then be completed 
and issued to the relevant parties.

So How Does It Work? 

Barry Osborne – PIPBS Senior Estimator



Work & Play

Ever Evolving Estimating

The PIP Estimating Team, minus Rob Janeway,  
PIP’s boxing champion. I was informed by the 
other estimators he was away getting his teeth 
done.... 

In the past few months the estimating team 
have welcomed new addition, Tom Swaysland.  
Tom joins as Estimating Manager and is 
primarily based at Fenton House.  Tom’s role is 
to manage the tender selection process and in 
time will take over from Gary Pascoe in the 
adjudication process allowing Gary to spend 
more of his time client facing.

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
New General Data Protection Regulations came into force on the 25th May 2018, and was designed to modernise laws that 
protect personal information of individuals.
PIP does hold personal date about our employees. This data is held securely either on a secure server in restricted access 
files or in folders within locked cupboards.
The information is held so that we can administer you or use the information for legitimate business processes. These 
would include holding your bank details so that PIP can pay you or sending copies of your training certificates (CSCS, First 
Aid or IPAF etc) to a main contractor to prove that you are current and competent to work on site.
PIP takes the security of your personal information seriously; if you have any further questions please direct them to the PIP 
Data Protection Officer Chris Hines on chris.hines@pip.uk.com

PIONEER
July 2018 – Issue 05

MEWP – Emergency Procedure 

Mobile Elevated Work Platforms (MEWP’s) are now common 
on all construction sites.
It has been reported an incident recently occurred  when an 
operative was suddenly taken ill whilst working at height. Site 
staff were unaware of the procedure to lower the MEWP in 
this emergency situation. 
Site supervisors are to ensure all operatives are aware of the 
procedures or the person to contact if the emergency lowering 
of a MEWP is required. This information can be found in the 
MEWP’s Operating and Maintenance Manual.
In addition to this there is a PIP – Emergency rescue plan for 
using a MEWP in the Site Supervisors folder at section 8.

mailto:chris.hines@pip.uk.com


Work & Play

Delivery of Precious Goods
2018 Welcomed the safe arrival of new family 
members for Louise Taylor with baby Lucas, 
Terry Rosling with baby Riley and Tom Hawes 
with baby Huxley.  Apart from giving all 
parents a few sleepless nights all families are 
doing great! 

Congratulations to Nathan Futter
who received £100.00 in Marks &
Spencer vouchers for his suggestion
to create a drop test label.
The label provides visual evidence
of when the testing was done, who
tested it and is given a unique
reference that can be cross-
checked with the drawing; a simple
but effective idea that will help to
improve record keeping with pin-
point accuracy in the future.

On  a warm sunny evening on June 7th PIP’s 
summer drinks enjoyed roof top views from the 
Golden Bee roof terrace across glorious 
Shoreditch. The cocktails flowed as did the 
dance moves, whilst a scrumptious summer BBQ 
completed an amazing evening of fun and frolics 
for all. The mid year celebrations provides an 
excellent opportunity for departments across all 
areas of the business to come together and is 
enjoyed by one and all.

PIP Summer Drinks

M&S Vouchers for your Thoughts

Sponsored Run 
Raises Local Funds
With boxing gloves hung up, Rob 
Janeway is now enjoying coaching 
alongside his ex coach Aaron Ball at 
‘Old London Pit Boxing Club’ in 
Clacton, Essex.  The club runs out of 
pure love for the sport and although 
makes no money is determined to 
get it’s Licence, allowing the young 
potential to fight in amateur bouts. 
Swapping the gloves for trainers Rob 
completed a sponsored 11km run 
from Walton pier to Clacton pier on 
1st July to help raise funds. 

In  sizzling heat, a sensational £2,230 was 
raised which not only provided the licence but 
has contributed towards equipment and H&S 
requirements. Rob, although vowing never to 
“do such a thing again” would like to thank 
everyone who took time out to sponsor him.

Rob  Stopping  for a quick photo 
opportunity with, YES Denziel from 
Only Fools & Horses!





Head Office:
Fenton House, Fenton Way, Southfields 

Business Park, Basildon Essex, SS15 6TD
London  Office:  

1 Exchange Tower, Harbour Exchange, 
London E14 9GE

Tel: 01268 541 651
E-mail:  enquiries@pip.uk.com
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